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Introduction  

AMEC appreciates the opportunity to make a submission on the Facilitating High Reliability 

Organisation Behaviours in Qld’s Resources Sector and Modernising Regulatory Enforcement 

Consultation Regulatory Impact Statement (CRIS). Like Resources Safety and Health Queensland 

(RSHQ), AMEC believes that Queensland is well positioned to have a strong resources sector – one 

where safety continues to be our highest priority. A recent national survey of AMEC members 

unanimously showed that safety was their key priority and concern.  

The Queensland resources industry has a deep history of identifying, responding and developing 

solutions to improve the safety and health of its employees. AMEC seeks to be identified as a key 

stakeholder and work collaboratively with RSHQ on the CRIS proposals going forward.  

About AMEC 

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) is a national peak industry body 

representing over 540 mineral exploration and mining companies across Australia. Our members are 

mineral explorers, emerging miners, producers, and a wide range of businesses working in and for 

the industry. Collectively, AMEC’s member companies account for over $100 billion of the mineral 

exploration and mining sector’s capital value. 

Mineral exploration and mining make a critical contribution to Australia’s economy, directly employing 

over 274,00 people. In 2020/21 Industry generated a record high $301 billion in mining exports, 

invested $3.2 billion in exploration expenditure to discover the mines of the future, and collectively 

paid over $39.3 billion in royalties and taxes.  

AMEC’s Queensland members, of which there are more than 70, work in and for the resources 

industry, exploring, developing and producing minerals including Antimony, Bauxite, Coal, Cobalt, 

Copper, Gold, Graphite, Lead, Lithium, Mineral Sands, Molybdenum, Nickel, Phosphate, Rare Earths, 

Silver, Tungsten, Vanadium and Zinc. 

Submission 

Please note that AMEC has not answered the questions posed throughout the 199-page CRIS. 

AMEC believes that there is a matter of first principles that RSHQ must address and respond to if they 

are any chance of improving the resource sectors’ safety performance and achieving their zero 

serious harm vision. 

The Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (CMSHA) and the Mining and Quarrying Safety and 

Health Act 1999 (MQSHA) and supporting regulations were established in response to the Moura No. 
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2 mining disaster in 1994. As discussed at length in the CRIS, the regulatory framework for safety in 

Queensland has evolved proactively and reactively over the last 23 years, leveraging a number of 

statutory and non-statutory tools.  

Fundamentally the CMSHA and MQSHA have been developed to manage safety in the resources 

sector as it stood in the late 90s. The sector at this time was predominantly made up of large coal 

companies, large metalliferous mines and quarries. Traditionally the structure of these companies 

was such that exploration is a part of their inhouse operations.  

Acutely in the last five years in Queensland, exploration and mining have changed at pace. The 

Bowen Basin continues to be a key coal resource dominated with tier 1 companies, but with an 

emerging mid-tier ownership. AMEC’s coal members—Bowen Coking Coal, U&D Coal and Vitrinite—

are representative of this growing mid-tier change.  

With regards to metals and minerals, specifically critical minerals, global market forces and the race to 

reduce emissions and transition to clean energy technologies and proliferation of other technologies, 

such as handheld devices and their capability, has seen the resources sector diversify as explorers 

seek to define critical minerals prospects across Queensland. Adding to this is the increasing 

feasibility of extracting smaller deposits as larger deposits become exhausted and the acceptance 

and success of hub-and-spoke business and operational models. The nature of these prospects 

typically means that exploration is undertaken on a much smaller scale, and that an operation will 

have a smaller disturbance footprint and extraction methodologies can be varied. For example, 

vanadium is a surface mineral that is extracted using simple earth moving techniques.  

While the characteristics of the resources sector have changed over the last five years and will 

continue to diversify significantly as geological science and technology improves pushed by local, 

national and global emissions reduction and renewable energy targets, the frameworks junior and 

mid-tier operators must comply with are still designed and implemented to meet the needs of a sector 

as though it has not changed. Put simply, junior and mid-tier operators—be it explorers, developers or 

producers—are captured as though they are tier 1 companies and correspondingly resourced as 

such.  

AMEC advocates that the principles of scalable, adaptive and fit-for-operations need to be embedded 

in any safety reforms going forward to deal with the increasing diversification of the industry. As such, 

across the board as a principle, AMEC advocates that the implementation of the high reliability 

organisations (HRO), critical controls and Site Safety and Health Committee (SSHC) proposals must 

be scalable and fit-for-operations, its hazards and corresponding risks. Continuing to regulate the 

industry in a homogenous way—capturing juniors and mid-tiers as though they are tier 1 companies—

is not sustainable, will lead to perverse outcomes (e.g., under reporting) and consequently not 

facilitate achieving RSHQ’s zero serious harm vision.  

AMEC seeks to work with RSHQ to help build understanding of how the industry is changing and 

where it is heading. Recent engagements with departmental officers demonstrate there is still 

significant room for learning about the part of the industry. Further there have been two incidences in 

the last five months where AMEC has been advised of impending reforms, but RSHQ were of the 

belief AMEC members would not be impacted as we didn’t have coal members; AMEC does have 
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coal members and it is our organisation’s responsibility to advocate for all members. These examples 

are demonstrative of the concerns AMEC has regarding RSHQ’s understanding of junior and mid-tier 

explorers and miners.  

AMEC recognises that the CRIS brings together recommendations from the Brady Review and Board 

of Inquiry and are a response to a dark time in our sector’s history, one that we all wish to see 

change. As such, AMEC advocates that the implementation of HRO principles, critical controls and 

SSHC proposals as a positive step forward. However, AMEC is not supportive of how the CRIS leans 

very strongly towards an implementation program that is legislatively based.   

While the CRIS presents expansive information to support legislating proposals to support 

implementation, the analysis and cost-benefits concerning the options that relate to communication, 

education and capability uplift are scant. Consistent with regulatory best practice, AMEC would 

support the implementation of HRO principles, critical controls and SSHC proposals if it was first done 

in a non-regulatory way, as well as co-designed and implemented collaboratively with the sector.  

Based on the language and drafting of the CRIS, AMEC believes that the intent of RSHQ is to 

legislate the proposed reforms and is not supportive of this approach. If legislation is the conclusion of 

this process, then AMEC advocates any legislative change must be supported with a best practice 

communication and education program, as well as guidance and tools to meet the needs of those 

impacted. A one size fits all approach is no longer appropriate as a way of implementing significant 

change and scalable support is essential for success, no matter the reform being progressed.   

For further information contact: 

Sarah Gooley, Queensland Director 

sarah.gooley@amec.org.au  

0455 743 329 

 

 


